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■Story The Land Between the Lore The Land
Between the Lore (LBTL) is the world in
which FF:RW takes place, and is the first
world created by the FF:RW characters. The
world is the mythical land where people
worship the one true God, Arboreus, and are
made up of four Gods with four different
attributes, Elden, Gnome, Cloud, and
Shadow. The Land Between the Lore
originally was a world where God and
humans could live together. However, after
an accident struck at the beginning of the
universe, the God dimension was separated
from the human dimension, and soon, the
gods retreated to the remote paradise of
Arboreus. There, they settled peacefully with
their children, the humans, living in harmony
and security. However, one day, the
consequences of the incident became clear
as descendants of the vanished gods of
Arboreus began to appear. When the gods
appeared, the humans who worshipped God
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became prey. In addition, the Elden God
began to show its true power while trying to
conquer the humans. The conflict between
God and Humans soon overwhelmed the
entire world. Several deities, including the
Dwarven God and the Gnome God, joined
together with the humans in one last
desperate battle. In the end, all the gods
disappeared, and all the people fell into
chaos. In the end, the Humans, Gnome, and
Dwarves all lived together to protect the
peace and prosperity of the world. However,
the humans were still haunted by the
darkness of the Elden God, and the Dark and
Light Gods lived in constant rivalry and
conflict. A long time later, the humans were
finally able to make a new, more prosperous
world for themselves in The New World, and
the heroes of the old world became the
foundation for its society. Some of these
heroes have been buried beneath the
ground, and the gods and monsters of the
old world have appeared. Currently, a chasm
has formed between the two worlds as the
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two societies live in constant fear and strife.
FEATURES Superhigh-Definition Graphics The
graphics quality of FF:RW uses a blend of
dynamically-rendered backgrounds and real-
time rendering of the 3D scenery to bring a
living world full of the latest technological
advancement to life. The mesh texture of
the characters and monsters are constructed
by utilizing the game engine's entire
capabilities, resulting in a level of detail that
was previously only used for AAA titles. This
approach makes the various monsters

Features Key:
SWORD ART ONLINE 3: World Tendency Online Battle!
Play with friends anywhere, anytime
Evolution system - Create your own character and aim for a diverse variety of class combinations
Boasts features created by "sword art online"
Discoverable treasures and battle events
Online rankings for classes
Character selection, class combination creation, and weapon/armor creation panels
Character level increase through RPG-like enhancement
Eliminate enemies that exceed your level, be victorious over your rivals, get closer to your destined
partner!
Explore an expansive world! Travel the world freely, make use of your Knightly Castle, and delve into
numerous field and dungeon-like regions. Expand as you please, and become a true adventurer in
the Lands Between.
The world transitions between day and night. Autumn leaves dance in the autumnal breeze and the
night view draws you out onto the streets.
Pleasant raiment, a refreshing-smelling breeze, a wonderful appreciation of the tranquil townspo…
Along the train path walking, the autumnal flare in the cardinal directions is an enveloping charm for
countless trees.
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